
Wyden (previously AlgoTrader) is a fast-growing scale-up and the global leader in 
institutional digital asset trading technology. It is the prime solution partner for banks 
and other sell-side firms for digital asset and crypto execution management in addition 
to its leading position as the first fully integrated algorithmic trading software solution 
for quantitative hedge and crypto funds on the buyside.

Wyden has also just been voted the #1 scale-up in Switzerland.

By covering the entire trade lifecycle and supporting seamless custody, core banking and 
portfolio management system integration as well as full trade lifecycle automation, the 
Wyden platform streamlines digital assets trading. Engineered by a team of trading 
system veterans and crypto asset experts, Wyden offers best-in-class integrated 
infrastructure solutions that meet the highest institutional needs. Wyden also offers 
consulting services to assist with the timely implementation of both Wyden solutions. Our 
typical clients are Banks, Hedge Funds, Asset Managers, Crypto Funds, Prop Trading 
Groups and Brokers.

Headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland, we have regional offices in New York and Singapore 
as well as development teams in Eastern Europe.

We’re searching for a

22 November 2022

ReactJS Developer – Frontend 
Engineer

You will be part of the AlgoTrader core development team in Poland. You will be working on a recently 
launched (August 2022) project that aims to build a widget-based UI that will serve as the trading and 
hedging GUI of a new microservice solution. You’ll be able to work with the most recent technology and 
deeply impact user experience and the overall design of features and work flows. 

We have offices in Poznan and Wroclaw. We are also open for teleworkers. You need to come to one of 
the offices every few months for workshops, social events etc.

Job overview

Technical proof of concepts

Designing new widgets

Reviewing code
Building comprehensive test-suites

Creating and consulting UI designs

Responsibilities

Typescript 4.x

React 18.x

Material UI 5.x

AGGrid 28^

Redux Toolkit 1.8

Cypress 10^

Vite 3.x

GraphQL 3.x

Tech stack

MUST HAVE: Experience in Typescript and React

MUST HAVE: Experience with Agile and test-driven development

MUST HAVE: Hands-on experience with Git

MUST HAVE: Prior experience in heavy-load websocket-based apps

MUST HAVE: Strong communication skills and fluency in English

At least 5 years’ hands-on professional experience in frontend development

Experience working in a distributed global environment

Ideally prior exposure to trading and capital markets

Knowledge and experience

We welcome diversity in all forms. We embrace strange and risky ideas and appreciate characters of all 
sorts.
We hold each other accountable and work to a high standard. We take pride in the frequent, safe, and 
graceful delivery of innovative and valuable features.
We embrace open communication and challenge. We appreciate positivity and vigilance and strive for 
autonomy, trust, and personal and professional growth.

The team

Send your application directly to jobs@wyden.io.

jobs@wyden.io Zurich     New York     Singapore wyden.io


